EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES THAT PUT PATIENT SAFETY FIRST

BioMed360™ is an on-site Equipment Maintenance Program designed by UHS to provide customizable and scalable maintenance services on all your medical equipment. With BioMed360, UHS undertakes the management of everything from preventative maintenance to vendor relations. You get higher equipment availability, regulatory support, less financial risk and enhanced patient safety.

Eliminate the hassles of equipment maintenance

Is every department responsible for scheduling their own equipment maintenance? Are they buried under multiple contracts from multiple vendors? Practices like these can undermine the efficiency of your operation and quality of patient care. BioMed360 sets up one in-house biomedical program with a single point of contact. Our on-site technicians handle all preventative maintenance, inspections and repair. At the same time, we collect data on every piece of equipment for regulatory support and more informed decision making.

Time and resources to do what you do best

As your single source for equipment maintenance, the BioMed360 program gives your caregivers more time with patients; and managers more data for making strategic decisions, capital planning and budgeting. Far less equipment downtime. Far more data. Your risk and liability exposure goes down — and your patient outcomes go up.

“Over the last 20 years, we’ve partnered with UHS for a variety of equipment management services. As our needs have changed, UHS has been able to customize the BioMed360 program to meet and exceed our biomedical service demands. UHS has been a true partner for Lakeview Hospital by maintaining and helping manage our equipment to national standards in a cost-effective manner.”

Steve Sell
Director of Materials
Lakeview Hospital, Stillwater, Minnesota
A Member of Lakeview Health
BIOMED360™ Equipment Management Program

BIOMED360 PROGRAM BENEFITS

**Maintenance**
- One UHS contact for all services means more convenience for your managers
- Ensures that dedicated, on-site technicians are always available
- Handles all equipment inspections, repairs, preventative maintenance and parts for enhanced cost containment
- Technicians available to service specialized equipment such as imaging, respiratory, and dialysis devices
- Relieves managers of dealing with vendors, contracts, invoices, dispute resolution and service coverage recommendations

**Regulatory and Consulting**
- Fully responsible for hospital’s Medical Equipment Management Plan (MEMP) for Environment of Care (EOC) standards
- Quick access to equipment data makes regulatory documentation painless
- Development and execution of equipment policy
- Improves reporting and documentation for safety committee participation
- Vendor-neutral technology assessments support better replacement decisions and lower costs
- Instant online access to a full range of equipment reports through MyUHS

**Other Services**
- Supplemental technical and biomedical services help manage your service backlog
- Equipment rentals available to meet your short- and long-term needs
- Equipment productivity programs support replacement and technology decisions
- End-of-life equipment disposition for converting used equipment into cash
- UHS Asset360™ program delivers, tracks, cleans, maintains, and repairs your high-volume equipment
- MyUHS — on-demand, online tool for ordering and managing equipment plus generating accurate reports

Learn more about the UHS BioMed360 program today

At UHS, we are eager to partner with you to help your hospital increase efficient patient and operational outcomes while decreasing equipment-related expenses. Call us today at 800.847.7368, or email info@uhs.com, if you have any questions about our BioMed360 program. See all of the UHS equipment and service offerings at www.uhs.com.

About UHS

Universal Hospital Services, Inc. (UHS) is a leading provider of medical equipment management and service solutions to the US health care industry. UHS manages more than 500,000 pieces of medical equipment for over 8,400 clients in all 50 states.

For more than 70 years, UHS has delivered solutions that help clients reduce costs, increase operating efficiencies, improve caregiver satisfaction and support optimal patient outcomes. Through equipment management and service solutions, world-class service and decades of experience, UHS makes caregivers better equipped to care.”
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